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Heart Beats on 

Rajdeep Chowdhury 

Your face is the mirror, in which I envision my reflection, 

Loved you always for your endeavor to achieve precision; 

You confer me solace, when I drench myself amid your notion, 

Distance fitters out the pro acquired, moistening my vision. 

 

Innate love pierces me like thorn, in instant of nostalgic 

recollection, 

The core weeps intensively, an outburst of profound emotion; 

I look at your portrait for reinventing the vanished moment, 

The bonding gets stretched vehemently, the mark is evident. 

 

The heart regains composure and grits its way through the diurnal 

voyage, 

Solitude creeps into the core at times, as I prevail over any 

superfluous envisage; 

Miss you in moments of jest and distress, but anticipate having you 

back in some way, 

Its better late than never, as yearning for your arrival at destiny’s 

bay. 

 

Love is a passion were expression portrays its nuances of strength, 

Commemoration cannot be curbed; as love is potted for imprecise 

length; 

You dwell in my core, expanding and thumping exaggeratingly, 
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‘The Solitary Lover’ explores amid surging crowd, despite being 

lonely. 

 

As years have passed by, I sunk deep into the mourning boots, 

The past creeps into my lymph and cogently quiver my roots; 

The soggy lips are potted by fate, endowing with no comfort to my 

ears, 

I find solace in confinement, with the passing away of years. 
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